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CLOUD IN
A BOTTLE

big IDEAS
WHAT IS WEATHER?
From sunny and clear, to wet and rainy, the weather is what happens
in our atmosphere at any given time or place. All weather is driven
by the Sun. The Sun’s heat changes temperatures in our atmosphere
causing water to evaporate and air to move from place to place.

HOW DO CLOUDS FORM?
The air around us soaks up the water vapor evaporating from lakes,
rivers, and oceans. When moving air lifts this warm wet air high into
the sky, it begins to cool. As the air cools, the water it was carrying
condenses to form clouds. The temperature at which water vapor in the
air begins to condense, and form water droplets, is called the dew point.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF CLOUDS
Clouds are identified by their shape and their height. Stratus, Latin for spread
out, are clouds that spread across the sky in layers or bands. Cumulus, Latin
for heap or pile, are clouds that are puffy and spaced apart.
High clouds exist at altitudes over 16,000 to 50,000 feet. At this
altitude rising water droplets freeze and become ice crystals. The
most common high clouds are Cirrus, Cirrostratus and Cirrocumulus.
These clouds are often wispy due to the constant pull of strong high
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altitude winds.
Middle clouds form between

SCIENCE

talk

6,500 and 23,000 feet. Middle

CONDENSE

clouds are made from a mixture
of ice crystals and water droplets.
This group consists of Altostratus

CLOUD

To turn from a gas or a

A visible mass of condensed

vapor to a liquid.

water vapor floating in the

and Altocumulus clouds.

atmosphere.

Low clouds exist at altitudes
under 6,500 feet. Low clouds

PRECIPITATION

form when the air is moist and

Water that falls to Earth as rain,

stable. They consist of Stratus,

METEOROLOGIST

Stratocumulus. and heavy rain

A scientist who studies,

clouds called Nimbostratus.

analyzes, and forecasts

snow, hail, or sleet.

the weather.

TEMPERATURE

Finally, the last cloud type is

A measurement of how

known as vertical development

EVAPORATE

clouds. These are storm clouds
that form when temperature

To turn from a liquid to

differences cause very warm

a gas or a vapor.

hot or cold something is.

moist air to rise quickly. As
it rises, this water laden air
cools, creating large white puffy
Cumulus and Cumulonimbus
clouds that can turn into thunder
storms.

engage
?

What is your favorite type of weather? Why?

!

Describe how clouds look to you. Clouds have lots of
different shapes and sizes.

?

What do you think clouds made from? Condensed

?

Where do you think the water for clouds come from?

water vapor.

The Sun heats lakes, rivers and the ocean causing
water to evaporate as vapor into the air.

what YOU WILL NEED & before YOU BEGIN
!

1 Empty 2-liter Soda Bottle (label removed)

!

Ice cubes

!

Hot Water

!

Index Card

• Find a source of
hot water and ice.
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EXPLORE & EXPERIMENT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Tell the group that you are going to create a cloud in a bottle.
Fill the bottle to the top with hot water from the tap. Do not use
boiling water as that might melt the bottle.

make

Using large letters write the word Cloud on an index card.
Tape the index card to the top of the bottle with the word Cloud against
the bottle, so it can be read when looking through the bottle.

DAILY WEATHER REPORTS HELP YOU
KNOW WHAT TO WEAR EACH DAY.

Let the bottle rest for five minutes to evenly heat the bottle.

Meteorologists use cloud types to

Ask the kids to observe what they can see leaving the bottle. They should
be able to see some water vapor or steam.

help them predict what the weather
will be. For a week have your young
people look and record the shapes

After five minutes, pour out three-quarters of the water from the bottle.
Take an ice cube and balance it on the mouth of the bottle.
Have the kids observe and describe the changes they see at the top of the
bottle. Can they still read the word cloud? As the cloud forms it will
get harder and harder to read the word until it disappears.

10 cloud form at the top of the bottle? What is the cloud made from?

Ask the group what they think is causing the cloud to form? Why does the

11

THE CONNECTION

and color of the clouds that they
see. Does the type of clouds they
observe help them know what the
weather is going to be like? Do low
grey clouds mean rain? Do high
wispy clouds mean it’s going to
be a nice day? Print out a cloud
spotting guide, like the one from
NOA A /NASA at http://www.nws.
noaa.gov/om/brochures/cloudchart.
pdf. Start a cloud scavenger hunt.
There are ten main cloud types.

Explain to the group that the hot water in the bottle gives off water vapor.

Challenge your young people to

This vapor rides air that has been warmed by water and rises to

record the clouds that they observe

the top of the bottle where it meets the sinking cold air from the ice

and see how many days it takes

cube. The cold air cools the warm water vapor causing the water it

to collect all ten types at your

was carrying to condense out and form into tiny droplets. As these

location.

droplets build up they form a mist that creates the cloud.

EXTEND &

EVALUATE

Purchase or make a weather station and have your young people record the data from it and give a
weather report every day. The data can be placed into tables or graphs to help your young people spot
trends. After a week have the young people use their data try and predict the weather for the next day.
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